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Monday 24 July

Wednesday 26 July

LET’S GO FLY A FIGHTER KITE

CREATIVE UPCYCLING

9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off

9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off

ART, AGES 9–14

Start the day by studying the world’s fighter
kite cultures and designs and by the end of the
session, you will have made your own fighter
kite based design.
COST £48, TUTOR: KIRSTEN LYLE

Monday 24 July or Friday 28 July

FLOAT AWAY ON AN
ADVENTURE
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

A hot air balloon is such a great way to go on
an adventure so why not come and make and
decorate your own mod roc hot air balloon along
with some clay figures to go in their baskets!
COST £48, TUTOR: CLARE BALINT

ART, AGES 9–14

Bracques and Picasso will help us hand paint and
decorate a new t-shirt using paints and upcycled
fabrics, buttons and beads. Make and decorate
a small drawstring bag using upcycled fabrics
and applique techniques. Learn Decoupage and
decoupage boxes and frames using collage and
upcycling techniques. T-shirts provided!
COST £48, TUTOR: NICOLA CORRIGAN

LIFE IN SPACE
10am – 12pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

What mysterious creatures lie awaiting discovery
in space? To find out, we will create scenes of
space, using Jackson Pollock splashes, create
planets using tissue paper and make our very
own rocket. We will think about what it feels like
to be surrounded by infinite space and what it
might be like to fly in a spaceship.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

Tuesday 25 July

VOLCANO PRINTS
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

Taking inspiration from Hokusai’s 36 views of
Mount Fuji we’ll make our own block prints for
you to take home with you.
COST £48, TUTOR: KIRSTEN LYLE

WRITE AND PRODUCE A
SONG IN 3 DAYS!
10am - 1pm. Drop Off
MUSIC, AGES 9–16

Supported by Ableton Live.
During this course, you will learn about song
structure, lyric writing and have the opportunity
to use Ableton Music Technology to produce
your very own original song. These will be
recorded and performed on the last day of the
course. To take part in this course, you must be
able to play an Instrument or Sing at Grade 2
Standard.
COST £100 (3 DAY COURSE),
TUTOR – RACHEL COLLIER

PIRATE PUPPETS
1.30pm – 3.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Using everyday materials, we will look at
different ways to make a simple puppet. We
will talk about pirates, and think about what sea
monsters they might encounter on their journey.
We can make our own puppets to tell the story
of their travels and adventures using junk
modelling materials, paint and glue.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

Thursday 27 July

Mon 31 July – Tues 1 August

RECYCLE ART

THUMBS UP!

9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off

9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off

ART, AGES 9–14

ART, AGES 9–14

Looking at photography and sculpture of
contemporary artists who use recycled material in
their work, students will make a piece of recycle
sculpture or installation and photograph it.

ALL THE FUN OF THE SEASIDE

Give a thumbs up to David Shrigley's 'Really
Good' sculpture on the fourth plinth of Trafalgar
Square. We will observe the structure and form
of own hands, explore pose and gesture, then
model our own expressive sculptures using a
range of materials from wire and card to plaster
bandage and clay. Demonstrate your creativity
and individuality with decorative effects.

10am – 12pm. Drop Off

COST: £96 (2 DAY COURSE), TUTOR – PAULA SANDERS

COST £48, TUTOR: KIRSTEN LYLE

ART, AGES 3–5

Summer is here: it must be time to go to the
beach. To prepare, we will pack our suitcase
and decide what we might need for our great
adventures. We will make sunglasses, a fan and
some sandals. In the water, we might even see
some fish of our own creation! We’ll explore the
magical fish paintings of Paul Klee and make our
own expressionistic piece of work.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

MATISSE STUDIO
1.30pm – 3.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Matisse once said, “I have worked all my life
before the same objects…The object is an actor.
A good actor can have a part in ten different
plays; an object can play a role in ten different
pictures”. In response to the Exhibition ‘Matisse
In The Studio’ at the Royal Academy, we will look
at his work and create our own cut-outs. What
objects would you have in your very own studio?
Decide as we make our own miniature one! Make
sure to bring in something that inspires you!
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

Monday 31 July

ANIMATION NATION
10am – 3pm. Drop Off
ANIMATION, AGES 8–14

During this exciting workshop you will devise
an idea and produce a storyboard for a short
animation. You will make models, characters and
props using modelling clay and produce films
of around 40 seconds long complete with titles,
credits and music that you can take away with
you at the end of the workshop.
COST: £59, TUTOR – BARRY SKILLIN

Mon 31 July – Wed 2 August

3 DAY DRAMA ADVENTURE
9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off
DRAMA, AGES 4–7

Join Floods of Ink on a Creative Adventure as we
visit the lands, oceans and planets that we have
never come across before. Through imagination,
exploration, fun, drama games and stories we travel
together on a journey like no other. Come along for
1, 2 or all 3 days. We can't make it without you!
A fantastic way to develop confidence,
communication and storytelling skills through
musicality, drama and movement, with a shared
performance at the end of each day!
COST: 120 FOR ALL 3 DAYS OR £50 PER DAY,
TUTOR – AMBER-ROSE MAY

Tuesday 1 August

UNDER THE SEA
ADVENTURES
9.15am – 3.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

Henri Matisse will inspire us to draw and paint
seaside themed pictures and frames, decorate,
design and make a choice of sea creatures, fish,
shells and boats using collage/decoupage and
paint. Then we’ll paint and decorate a textile
seaside bag!
COST: £48, TUTOR – NICOLA CORRIGAN

Wed 2 August or Tues 8 August

Thursday 3 August

CIRCUS SKILLS

MAKE YOUR OWN
SKETCHBOOK OR TRAVEL
JOURNAL

9.30am – 12.30pm. Drop Off
DRAMA, AGES 5–11

Come and join the Conservatoire's Circus where
activities include: balancing, juggling, spinning
plates, Chinese ribbons, poi, diablos, devil sticks,
fun wheels and stilts. During the circus skills
workshops students are constantly reminded
that dropping, falling and generally getting into
a muddle (amidst much laughter) is all part of
the journey to acquiring the most impressive
circus skills. Within minutes the room echoes to
excited voices 'Look, look at me' and 'Did you
see what I just did?'

9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

Make a sketchbook or travel journal! This class
provides a fun and exploratory journey into
book making. You will explore simple binding
techniques, design your own book cover and
finish the session with a unique sketchbook that
can be used to record your summer holiday
adventures.
COST: £48, TUTOR – ELEANOR WRIGHT

COST: £30 PER SESSION, TUTOR – JAMES WATERS

MUSICAL THEATRE
1am – 4pm. Drop Off
DRAMA, AGES 5–11

If you have ever been intrigued by the world
of Musical Theatre then come along to this
masterclass with a professional West End
performer! You will stage a musical number
which you can show to your friends and family
at the end of the session. ‘Wednesday 2nd will
be based on ‘Suessical’ and Tuesday 8th on
‘The Lion King’.
COST: £30 PER SESSION, TUTOR – STEPHEN MITCHELL

Wednesday 2 August

INTRODUCTION TO SONG
WRITING
9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off
MUSIC, AGES 13–18

Ever wanted to write your own songs, but not
known where to start? Or perhaps you get half
way through and then don’t know where to take
it? Or do you just need a bit more advice and
inspiration? Award winning singer/songwriter
and guitarist Elliott Morris will teach you tips and
tricks, along with musical games and exercises
to help you write fantastic songs!
COST: £59, TUTOR – ELLIOTT MORRIS

SUPERHEROES BOOKS
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

From Pericles to Batman, we’ll look at the stories of
the superhero to make our own concertina book.
COST £48, TUTOR: KIRSTEN LYLE

1 DAY GUITAR WORKSHOP
9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off
MUSIC, AGES 6–9

Come and join us for a one-day guitar
spectacular. Explore the instrument and learn
to express yourself under the guidance of
our enthusiastic tutors. We welcome young
guitarists of all levels, including complete
beginners. Guitars can be hired for the session
free of charge.
COST £59, TUTOR: ELLIOTT MORRIS AND KEVIN
CAHILL

Friday 4 August

Wednesday 9 August

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS!

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS!

10am – 12pm. Drop Off

10am – 12pm. Drop Off

MUSIC, AGES 3–5

MUSIC, AGES 3–5

Join us on this fun-filled introduction to the
instrument, learning all about it. Participants will
learn to play a few easy songs, improvise and
join in with some general musicianship games.
All levels are welcome. Ukuleles can be hired for
the session free of charge.

Join us on this fun-filled introduction to the
instrument, learning all about it. Participants will
learn to play a few easy songs, improvise and
join in with some general musicianship games.
All levels are welcome. Ukuleles can be hired for
the session free of charge.

COST: £20, TUTOR – JAY HAMMOND

COST: £20, TUTOR – JAY HAMMOND

UKULELE BAND

UKULELE BAND

1.30pm – 3.30pm. Drop Off

1.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off

MUSIC, AGES 5–11

MUSIC, AGES 9–14

Come and be part of The Conservatoire's ukulele
band! Learn some popular songs in different
parts with other ukulele players and even sing
along if you'd like. Ukuleles can be hired for the
session free of charge. No experience necessary;
just come along and join in the fun!

Come and be part of The Conservatoire's ukulele
band! Learn some popular songs in different
parts with other ukulele players and even sing
along if you'd like. Ukuleles can be hired for the
session free of charge. No experience necessary;
all levels welcome!

COST: £20, TUTOR – JAY HAMMOND

COST: £20, TUTOR – JAY HAMMOND

PRINTMAKING
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 9–14

Working under the guidance of a professional
printmaker, come along on a creative adventure
in printmaking which covers all types of
monoprinting including drawing, painting,
paper cut stencilling and working with textures.
COST: £48, TUTOR – SEAN MYERS

Monday 7 August

BOOKBINDING FOR
BEGINNERS
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

In this fun, action-packed one-day course, we will
make an accordion book and an envelope book. An
accordion book is a book made from one long strip
of paper folded into pages. We can spend some time
in the morning decorating cardboard covers with
writing, drawing or collage and then glue the folded
book into the cover. An envelope book is a book
with pockets which you can then use to keep special
bits of paper in, like pictures, letters, train tickets or
stickers. If you have any special papers you would
like to use (this could be your own drawings or giftwrapping paper), please bring them!
COST: £48, TUTOR – ALEX CZINCZEL

Thursday 10 August

EARTH FROM THE AIR
10am – 12pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Looking at the work of Patrick Heron and a few
intriguing maps, we will think about seeing the
earth from above and looking at objects from
unusual angles. We can try to see shapes as if
for the first time, and create a piece of individual
art, then proceed to change the colours of the
world around us by making spectacles with
coloured lenses.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

MAGIC CARPET
1.30pm – 3.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Have you ever wished that you could fly on a
magic carpet? Join us as we embark on our
journey to make our own carpet using lots of
different techniques, including stencils, cut out
shapes and weaving. Where would your magic
carpet take you on a flying adventure?
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

EXPERIMENTAL DRAWING
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

This exciting workshop provides a fun and
investigative approach to drawing. Designed
to explore different approaches to making
marks by using a wide and unexpected range
of materials including graphite, charcoal, ink
and handmade tools, this class will take you
on a creative journey through drawing. This is
a fantastic opportunity to be adventurous and
experimental with mark making and drawing.
COST: £48, TUTOR – ELEANOR WRIGHT

Friday 11 August

Tuesday 15 August

FANTASTIC BEDROOM
DESIGNS
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

Sponsored by Jo Townshend Architects
Looking at the children’s classic tales of
transformation and adventure we’ll create a
model of our fantasy bedroom. Will you be
like Max from Where The Wild Things Are and
discover a whole new world in your room?
Come and explore the possibilities with help
from architects and artists.
COST: £48, TUTOR: MAGGIE HIGGINSON

REDESIGN YOUR
BEDROOM
10am – 4.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 9–14

Sponsored by Jo Townshend Architects
Come and reimagine your bedroom to create
your fantasy room and learn how to make
architectural plans and perspective drawings
with Jo Townshend architects.
COST: £48, TUTOR: KIRSTEN LYLE

Monday 14 August

Wednesday 16 August

MARBLING ADVENTURES
9.15am – 3.45pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 5–11

A unique and fascinating one day taster class
aimed to inspire young creatives with the
opportunity to learn a little history of Marbling.
An introduction to the arts of ink blowing, paper
making and basic marbling skills. It's messy but
wonderfully creative! Explore colour and build
a stunning portfolio of quite amazing papers to
take home.

INTRODUCTION TO HIP HOP

COST: £48, TUTOR: SALLY-ANN PETTS

10am – 4pm. Drop Off

Monday 21 – Friday 25 August

DANCE, AGES 9–14

This course is an introduction to the dance style
of hip hop and is a fun way to learn about this
popular style. The day will include: ice breakers and
games, a warm up, a full routine and an informal
performance to parents at the end of the session.
Please make sure that you wear clothes and shoes
that are comfortable and easy to move in.
COST: £48, TUTOR – AMY SCOTT

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR
YOUNG MUSICIANS
9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off
MUSIC, AGES 5–14

Spend a fun week with a team of enthusiastic
professional musicians, developing your playing
ability and confidence, having fun and making
friends! Activities include musical games, rhythm
exercises, supervised practice, playing as an
orchestra and chamber groups; there will be a
mini concert performance on the final day. All
levels welcome.
COST: £195, TUTOR – GIULIA SEMERANO,
HENRY BAUCKHAM, JADE BULTITUDE,
MANUEL ARELLANO BOVER

Tuesday 29 August

Tues 29 August & Fri 1 September

PLAY IN A DAY!

ACTING ADVENTURES

9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off

9.30am – 3.30pm. Drop Off

DRAMA, AGES 4–7

Join Floods of Ink on a Creative Adventure
as we visit the lands, oceans and planets that
we have never come across before. Through
imagination, exploration, fun, drama games and
stories we travel together on a journey like no
other. We can't make it without you! A fantastic
way to develop confidence, communication and
storytelling skills through musicality, drama and
movement, with a shared performance at the
end of the day!

DRAMA, AGES 7–11

Focusing on storytelling, games and
improvisation, young people will get the chance
to shape their own adventure. We’ll work as a
group to create a different story on both dayswith a shared performance at the end of each
day. We know we’ll have a beginning, middle &
end, but the rest is up to you!

COST: £48, TUTOR – AMBER-ROSE MAY

Channel your inner alien, or super-hero, or circus
superstar! Who knows what story we’ll end up
telling. Come along for 1 or 2 days, and help us to
make a mini-play in a day!

Wed 30 & Thu 31 August

COST: £48 PER DAY, TUTOR – LAURENCE ALLISTONGREINER

PHYSICAL THEATRE
WORKSHOP
9.30am – 3.30pm. Two-day course. Drop Off
DRAMA, AGES 9–14

Join Floods of Ink to tell the stories of the
unknown creative adventures, where you will get
the chance to develop a theatre piece through
movement, ensemble theatre work and creative
devising. At the end of each day, you will have
the opportunity to share a scratch performance
to your friends and family!
COST: £92 (TWO DAY COURSE),
TUTOR – AMBER-ROSE MAY

THE BIG WAVE
10am – 12pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Hokusai’s ‘Under the Wave Of Kanagawa’ is
probably one of the most recognised and copied
images. In connection with the exhibition at the
British Museum of his woodcuts, we will look
at depictions of water in art and have a go at
creating our own print.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

EGYPTIAN MUMMY
1.30pm – 3.30pm. Drop Off
ART, AGES 3–5

Where is my Mummy? Egyptians are a fascinating
subject to children. We will make our own
mummy, wrap it up and make a sarcophagus to
keep it safe. We can think about the belongings
and treasures the Egyptians buried with them for
the afterlife, and make a tomb. Using foil, plaster,
paint and junk modelling materials.
COST: £20, TUTOR – SUE HARRIS

EARLY YEARS 4 WEEK COURSES
Max Capacity – 9 per class, Cost: £36, Drop in price: £10 per session
Monday
(24 July – 14 August)

Tuesday
(25 July – 15 August)

Wednesday
(26 July – 16 August)

9.15am – 10am

Tiny Tots

Tiny Tots

Tiny Tots

10.15am – 11am

Toddler Tunes

Toddler Tunes

Toddler Tunes

11.15am – 12pm

Family Music

Family Music

Family Music

BLACKHEATH YOUTH
THEATRE ACADEMY

BLACKHEATH YOUTH
THEATRE

Every Saturday 11.30am – 1.30pm
Saturday 5 August – Saturday 2 September

Every Saturday 2pm – 5pm
Saturday 5 August – Saturday 2 September

13–15 YEARS

16–21 YEARS

If you will miss drama during the 6 week holidays
then come along to our summer course to
discover more about theatre and acting. Students
are actively encouraged to use their own ideas
and given the opportunity to explore their
creativity and performance skills whilst working as
an ensemble. Employing a wide variety of acting
techniques, devised work and scripted plays, the
group performs in a production every term.

If you will miss drama during the 6 week holidays
then come along to our summer course to
discover more about theatre and acting.
COST: £110, TUTOR – HENRY BAUCKHAM

COST: £85, TUTOR – HENRY BAUCKHAM

Something for the Adults

DRAWING AND PAINTING
SUMMER SCHOOL

ADVENTURES IN OILS:
A 3 DAY COURSE

Every Friday 10am – 4pm
Friday 28 July – Friday 18 August

Tuesday 15 – Thursday 18 August, 10am – 5pm

Working with traditional drawing media such
as pencil and charcoal, and acrylic paint and
watercolour this course will focus on the key
elements of drawing and painting; exploring
line, tone, texture, colour, form and surface.
Responding to a range of short projects,
students will work from direct observation,
photographic sources as well as the landscape
in order to develop and hone their drawing and
painting skills. All levels welcome.
COST: £120, TUTOR – SIMON WILLEMS

This course will cover many of the qualities that
make oil paint so attractive to artists whilst also
demystifying some of the aspects which can make
oils seem sometimes daunting. Paint mixing and
application, colour theory, use of mediums, layering
and glazing, how to organise your palette and your
picture, canvas preparation and preservation will be
some of the topics explored. This course is suitable
for absolute beginners as well as those looking to
expand their understanding of oil painting.
COST: £105, TUTOR – NICK CUTHELL

